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About This Game

Writers is a game where you play as a writer and try to be the first in typing random excerpt from the book. Fight against your
friends or players around the world, make your way to the top and show them speed you are capable of. Become a member of

Writer's club and master all language leagues!

Features

8 Game Modes. Do you want to take a duel with your friend? Type a random text or master daily fixed excerpt? Or
maybe Numbers? Choose your way from eight game modes: Duel, Duel Hard, Classic, Fixed, Marathon, Unmistakable,
Unmistakable Hard, Numbers.

Language Leagues. You can choose the language you want to type. Now there are two leagues: English and Russian.

22 unlockable characters. You can choose from 22 (or maybe there is more?) characters to become the fastest writer.
But you have to try hard to unlock them all.

Stats and Achievements. Each language league has its own statistic and leaderboards. You can watch information about
your CPM, Mistakes and other stats.

Improve your typing skills. To win you will have to type without looking on the keyboard. Playing regularly you will be
able to use Touch typing technic to be even faster. Then you can use it at your work, study. And, of course, at furious
battles in comments. :)
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Become a Writer and be the first to finish next masterpiece!

* All characters and events in this game are entirely fictional. Any reference is purely coincidental.
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Title: Writers
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Evgeny Apel, Pavel Rodionov, Ivan Ilchenko
Publisher:
Evgeny Apel, Pavel Rodionov, Ivan Ilchenko
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2017
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Become a caveman and control many different dino's on your quest to rescue your prehistoric woman
-DoItAll on Youtube. This is a cute little point and click adventure with some comedy moments and a crime/drama/scifi theme.

There is no action, just a storyline and some simple puzzles.

Don't buy it at full price, the game (each episode) has less than 2 hours of content. (It's about 6 to 8 hours to complete all 4
games ~ episodes)

If you can get all 4 episodes (in a bundle) for under $3 on sale, then it's worth it.

Game is not worth $2 per episode and not worth bothering with unless you are going to get all 4 episodes (they are too short to
be worth much alone)

Playing through once for the storyline was fun, but there's no real replay value.. Love the game! Multiplayer is definitely where
it is at with this game. Keeping track of the ball gets to be ridiculous and amazing all at the same time. Would highly
recommend to others to try out.

10/10 Stars :). Best of the seires.

I have already reviewed the secound game in the series, and the games are very simelar, but I will still say what this game did,
that made it my favorite of the three.

It`s still a run and gun game, with a overhead view, and it still tryes to be scary but fails.

It would be better if you read my Alien Breed: Assult review becosue I will not go into that much detail in this one, since the
games are that simelar.

Well this is when the game ends, and what an ending!

The game picks up from the last, and we know that the ship have taken over the mind of MIA. This is the game with the most
highlights and the most bosses. The good thing about the bosees, is that they all are enjoyable and are at times difficult.

This puts a new perspective on the game, since the other games in the series, did not had as many memerable moments as this.
The game puts our main charecter through hell, and it really makes you tence to kill the last boss, which has a huge twist at the
end. And the ending is really really good.
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The weapons in this game are really awesome towards the end, and it only makes the feeling of blasting aliens even more
satisfying.

This game get`s a thumps up, becouse I think the whole sereis has been enjoyable, and this ending, made all the games worth it.
5.2 out of 10. This is a wonderful game and reminds me of the good ol' Command and Conquer days.Excellent strategy game
and same with the other 8 Bit games.. It's so bored .....
. Completely terrible :/
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I love it. I think dev got drunk and made this game in a single night. It's so fun. Needs more players. Lots of potential. I have no
idea what I'm doing. WHY DID I BUY THIS. Oh well, only 49 cents lol. EEAHUEGUGUEGUEGEEEHUAGEUGAAA!. I
like games made from indie makers but this is just too bland for my taste. Not really much fun for me and just looks like I am
trying to figure out the history of the real games before this one.. This brings back the old C&C memories! For an indie title, I
am really impressed. Well done to the team that created this, you have brought back some RTS joy. I can definitely seem myself
playing this for extended periods of time.

A a few other people in the comments pointed out, there's a little bit of polish that would make the game really amazing.

The only comment I have is to improve the scrolling. When you move your cursor to the edge of the screen, it takes a good
second to respond, which can get annoying. Also, if you hover over the map or in the top right, it doesn't scroll at all I find.

If the scrolling was a lot more responsive and smoother it would be a massive imporvement.

Other than that, thanks for the awesome game. Really good value!.
The potential for this game is insane. Seriously. The ship aspect of it is extremely fun. Building your ship, going on missions...
omg. When I was in harbor and walking around, talking to the NPCs reminded me of games like FF7 where it was actually fun
to see what the natives had to say about certain things. Being able to explore big towns while in port would be amazing.

The 1st person fights are pretty cool too. I would love the addition of a sword so you can pick between shooting people or melee
fighting.

If you make this a 20 hour or so game that is sand boxy but also has a ton of side quests and content, this could easily be one of
the best VR games.

I want more ships in my pirate armada that I can collect.

I'd like a crew I can customize and gear up. I would also like to be able to gear myself up, like in most RPGs.

I would LOVE IT if you added voice command so you can just YELL at your crew to move the ship... like a real pirate captain
would do. Either that or add a head movement, so if you tilt your head left, the ship goes left. Tilt it right and the ship goes right.
Other VR games have done this with great success.

The weapon targetting felt good. It got a little crazy when I was also trying to steer the ship, hense the suggestions on alternate
ways to move the ship.

The teleport options feels OK. I would like a simple push a button and move forward option. I know this option gives a ton of
people motion sickness, but there are also a ton of people who do not experience motion sickness at all, and simply moving
through the world feels better for us.

I am very happy with it I just wish it was longer :(

Great job!

/heavy breathing. Pros: Easy to pick up and play, Simple mechanics, Easy badge (only 5 cards, you get 3 from drops) and the
soundtrack is pretty cool. Good atmosphere, a smart robot and a cute space cat. :3

Cons: This is a logic/math puzzle game and there is no real logic to solving the puzzles. Restarting to generate another set of
random numbers in hopes of getting a better set seems to be the way to win. When you finally get one that doesn't take 20
minutes to solve 1 part after completing all other parts you'll praise RNGesus. I'm serious, this game requires so much
backtracking it's not even funny. RNG and blind guessing at it's finest. Don't bother buying it at full price, it's not even worth
$1.99 let alone a dollar more.
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Conculsion: If you want to waste time, it would be better wasted on something else. If you want an easy badge, buy this with a
coupon or if it goes on sale. I'm considering buying the soundtrack though...
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